the most important part of the theory of linear transformations in ~ maintains its validity when the condition of separability is dropped, and, if we confine ourselves to completely continuous self-adjoint or normal transformations, even the completeness of ,~l is not necessary, i We shortly recall some definitions. A linear transformation K, defined for all elements f of the (not necessarily separable, and not necessarily complete) Hilbert space ~ is called completely continuous when, for every bounded infinite set {f}, the set {K f} contains a sequence converging to an element g E~. It is not difficult to prove that every completely continuous linear transformation K is bounded, that is, IIK2'!I ~ Miifll for ever}" fE~, where M~ o does not depend onf. The bounded linear transformation K, defined for all elements fE~q, is called normal when the adjoint K* is also defined for all elements fe~ (so that therefore the relation
holds for arbitrary f, gE~), and when, moreover, KK* ~--K*K. If K is its own adjoint, K is called self-adjoint. Evidently every self-adjoint transformation is normal. In the case that the space ~ is complete, it is a well-known theorem that every bounded linear transformation possesses a uniquely determined bounded 
and
In the present paper we shall introduce generalizations of the notions hitherto defined, and this will lead to the proof of a theorem which contains Theorem A as a special case. As an additional result we shall see that the assumption of the complete continuity of K*, which is essential in Rellich's proof, is superfluous.
Our method of proof differs considerably from that adopted by Rellich. Moreover, we shall show that this theorem may be used to obtain expansion theorems 
